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E-LIS: Central repository on Library and
Information Science. 
… is an international open archive for the Library and 
Information Science fields, established in 2003. With over 
8,600 documents as of November 2008, E-LIS is the
world’s largest archive for LIS. Over half the documents in 
E-LIS are peer-reviewed. With support for 22 languages
and a volunteer editorial team from over 40 countries, E-LIS 
is an outstanding example of global cooperation, which is 
reflected in one of the strengths of E-LIS, the diversity of its
content.
E-LIS is completely free –for the reader, and for the
depositing author. The initiative is not profit orientated.
There are journal articles (76% are refereed); conference
proceedings, papers and posters (46%, are refereed); 
theses; book chapters...
The E-LIS server is hosted at CILEA (Italy), employing 
GNU Eprints software, fully compatible with the 
Open Archive Initiative standards and protocols 
(OAI-PMH).
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Subject oriented repositories like arXiv, PubMed, E-LIS…
provide the ideal solution for the institutions all over the 
world. And specially for non academic libraries.
Having all records concentrated in 1 server = efficiency + 
quality
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